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L j u b l j a n a

1000 IDEAS SHARED BETWEEN

100 STUDENTS FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE,  IN

10 GROUPS TO COMPETE FOR

1  GRAND PRIZE
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BASIC INFO

ATELIER EMONA 2020 is an intensive one week workshop in the heart 
of Slovenia’s capital city Ljubljana. It will be filled with social adventures, 

quality lectures and an intense architectural problem-solving. The workshop 
will give you a whole new architectural perspective, long-lasting friendships 
and connections, sharpen your hand drafting and sketching skills, enhance 

your architectural senses, and ultimately leave you with a priceless, 
unforgettable experience.

Duration

02. August - 08. August 2020
(Sunday - Saturday)

Accomodation

Student Hostel,
Ljubljana city centre

Food

Breakfast included,
dinner on some days

Workshop price

Early Bird
General Release

359€
399€

Type

Architecture Workshop
Competition

Prize / Award

Internship position in an
asserted architecture studio

Jury

Selected architects from
various parts of Europe

Tutors

International experienced
young professionals

Lectures

Educational high
standard lectures
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LOCATION

Data

capital of:
city area: 
population:
summer temp.:
annual tourists:
summer time zone:
famous architect:

Slovenia
163.8 km²

292,988
29°high  / 16°low

6.4 MIO
GMT+2

Jože Plečnik

Spirit

green
cycling
homey
friendly

historical
lively
safe

walkable

Ljubljana,
Slovenia
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Ljubljana is one of the liveliest and most livable capitals in the 
European Union. It’s a hidden gem, establishing itself as one of 

Europe’s must visit cities. The city centre is a safe, walkable palce 
with lots to see, do, eat and drink. Visitors enjoy the vibe itself on 

top of all the attractions Ljubljana has to offer. The locals are 
friendly and helpful and most of them fluent in English.

For locals, culture is a way of living and 
thinking - it’s big part of people’s 
everyday life.

All the different facets of Ljubljana 
blend harmoniously into a single 
image.

Ljubljana was selected as an 
European green capital in 2016.

Medium sized European city. It offers 
everything a metropolis does, yet 

preserves its small-town friendliness.

Green Capital

People Friendly City

City of Culture

Old meets the New

LOCATION
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PROJECT
Workshop’s main venue area and accomodation is located between 

two major alternative subculture hubs - “Metelkova city” and 
“Autonomus Factory Rog.”

The project brief will be a gentrification of the urban area between 
the two zones - designing the space in between and creatively 

unifying them into an upgraded complete whole.

ROG FACTORYMETELKOVA

connecting two sub-culture areas
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METELKOVA

ACCOMODATION + VENUE

GOTHIC CHUCRCH

ROG FACTORY

PARK

MUSEUM SQUARE
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Metelkova cityRog factory

ACCOMODATION + VENUE

GOTHIC CHUCRCH

PARK

MUSEUM SQUARE

PROJECT

The project will improve the 
participant’s skills of urban 
and architecture design. 
They’ll be able to visit the 
areas at any given point 
during the workshop, which 
enhances the perception of 
comparing paper scale plans 
to human scale elements.

The key is to make a thorough 
research of the subcultures 
and area itself in order to find 
a favorable solution that will 
upgrade the existing and add 
value to the subcultures of 
Ljubljana and also benefit the 
city itself.
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Metelkova City - Autonomus Cultural Centre is a former military 
headquarters. It consists of seven ex. military baracks and a quite 
wide area. It was occupied by a group of young activists in 1993.

It has been squatted since then and became a home to artists, 
activists and young students - organising various cultural activities.

METELKOVA
CITY
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AUTONOMUS
FACTORY
ROG

Rog factory is an industrial complex on the east edge of Ljubljana 
centre, which produced the famous Rog bicycles and was shut down 

in 1 991. Since then it has laid abandoned, empty, and in 
deterioration for 15 years. In 2006 the area was occupied by 

engaged students, artists and activists. Users secured and cleaned the 
spaces and established ateliers, workshops, galleries, a skate-park, 

concert hall, recreational facilities and social centres among others.
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International asserted architect.
Name to be announced.

Architect from a leading local architecture firm.
Name to be announced.

LECTURES

1. International speaker 2. Local speaker

AAB Workshop 2020 hosts will hold a project brief and 
introduction presentations, along with an extra lecture.
Topic to be announced.

3. AtelierAbroad founders

Tjaša Plavec, 
M.Arch

Matic Mohar, 
M.Arch

To break the monotony of designing, various lectures will be held 
during the workshop. Topics and lecturers will be carefully selected to 

bring high quality content to the participants
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ACTIVITIES

Orientation tour

Walking tour around the surrounding area
right after check-in to help participants
get orientation where is what.

Pub crawl

Experiencing Ljubljana’s
nightlife.

Final party

Last day’s big closing party.
Location to be announced.

Social events

Organized activities to help participants
to get to know each other better.

Half-day event

Optional half-day special event.
Details to be announced.

Sports

Volleyball, handball, basketball
and football courts.

There’s big variety of optional activities that will be organized 
during the workshop. There will be something for everyone to 

help with relaxing during the intense work process.
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GRAND PRIZE Internship in LONDON, UK

The grand prize of the workshop/competition 
is an internship position in Europe’s number 
one start-up hotspots: London, UK.

International experience - especially from a London based 
architecture studio - is a great foundation and a stepping stone for 

students and young architects. It gradually accelerates an 
individual’s architectural development.

WIN AN INTERNSHIP
IN LONDON, UK!
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GRAND PRIZE
EXTRA

Internship in AMSTERDAM, NL

We decided to provide an additional 
prize of the workshop/competition - 
another internship position in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

International experience is a great foundation and a stepping 
stone for students and young architects. It gradually accelerates an 

individual’s architectural development.

WIN AN INTERNSHIP
IN AMSTERDAM, NL!
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EARLY BIRD PRICE: 

FIRST 30 TO APPLY

MORE INFO:

+386 31 272 312 (Whatsapp/Viber)

matic@atelierabroad.archi

REGISTRATION OPEN:

atelierabroad.archi/registration

INFO:

atelierabroad.archi/workshop


